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Abstract 

Direct reactions under ambient conditions between CuX (X= Br, I) and thiobenzamide (TBA) 

were carried out at different ratios giving rise to the formation of a series of one-dimensional 
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coordination polymers (1D-CPs) [CuI(TBA)]n (1), [CuI(TBA)]n (4) and [CuBr(TBA)]n (5), as 

well as two molecular complexes [CuI(TBA)3] (2) and [Cu2I2(TBA)4]·2MeCN (3). 

Recrystallization of 1 and 5 yielded a series of isostructural 1D-CPs solvated species 

[CuI(TBA)·S]n ]n (1·S) (S= THF, acetone, methanol) and [CuBr(TBA)·S]n (5·S) (S=THF, 

acetone), respectively. Similar reactions between CuI and dithiobenzamide (DTBA) allowed to 

isolate a series of 2D-CPs [CuI(DTBA)·S]n (S= DMF, acetonitrile and methanol) (6·S). 

Interestingly, 1·S and 5·S showed variable luminescence and electrical semiconductivity 

depending on the different solvents located in their structures. Thus, 1 and 5 could display 

potential application for sensing volatile organic vapors (VOCs) by virtue of the significant 

changes in their emission upon solvent exposure, even by naked eye. Theoretical calculations 

have been used to rationalize these electronic properties. 

 

Introduction 
 

Coordination polymers (CPs) have attracted increasing attention in recent years due to their 

interesting architectures and physico-chemical properties.1 In particular, those with Cu(I) are 

relevant because of their structural diversity, electrical conductivity2 and luminescence properties.3 

Additionally, the development of new systems based on Cu(I) is strongly motivated by its low 

toxicity, low cost and availability of copper compared to the noble metals and rare earths.4 Among 

these systems, Cu(I) halides represent a versatile type of building blocks that have been 

successfully used for the synthesis of CPs in combination with different neutral ligands and offer 

appreciable optoelectronic properties.5 On the other hand, organosulfur-containing ligands have 
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demonstrated their potential as linkers in the synthesis of metal–organic networks showing 

interesting electrical and luminescence properties.6 

Although heterocyclic thioamides constitute an important class of sulfur-containing organic 

compounds that have been largely studied for their interesting chemical, biochemical, structural 

and spectroscopic properties,7 structurally simple thioamides, such as thiobenzamide (TBA) and 

dithiobenzamide (DTBA), have been scarcely developed in the field of supramolecular chemistry.8 

Indeed, thioamides are very versatile ligands in their coordination modes due to the presence of 

nitrogen and sulfur donor sites. They have the ability to behave as bidentate chelate or bridging 

ligands or as monodentate “soft” ligands via S-coordination or “hard” ligands through N-site. 

Thus, in complexes of TBA or DTBA with “soft” ions as copper(I) those ligands compete with 

“soft” anions such as the heavier halide ions. Additionally, the hydrogen bond interactions of 

amide groups could play an essential role in the auto assembly process. 

As we have previously established that CPs based on Cu(I) with organosulfur ligands are highly 

desirable to obtain materials with multifunctional properties,2c, 2d, 9 in this work we have focused 

on the potential of the TBA and DTBA to produce multifunctional materials with electrical 

conductivity and photoluminescence. 

 

Experimental Section 
 

Materials and Methods. All the reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as 

received. The ligand 1,4-dithiobenzamide (DTBA) was prepared by a previously published 

method.10 FTIR spectra (KBr pellets) were recorded using a Perkin-Elmer 1650 

spectrophotometer. C, H, N, S elemental analyses were performed by using a Perkin-Elmer 240 
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B microanalyser. X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) experiments were carried out using a 

PANalytical X'Pert PRO diffractometer with a theta/2theta primary monochromator and a fast 

X'Celerator detector. The samples were analyzed with scanning theta/2theta. Steady state 

photoluminescence spectra were recorded on a Jobin-Yvon Horiba Fluorolog FL-3-11 

spectrometer using band pathways of 3 nm for both excitation and emission. Phosphorescence 

lifetimes were recorded with an IBH 5000F coaxial nanosecond flashlamp. The lifetime data 

were fitted with the Jobin-Yvon software package. Measurements at variable temperature were 

done with an Oxford Cryostat Optistat DN. The lifetime data were fitted using the Jobin-Yvon 

IBH software DAS6 v6.1. 

X-ray Data Collection and Crystal Structure Determination. Data collection was carried out 

on a Bruker Kappa Apex II diffractometer, using graphite-monochromated Mo-Kα radiation (λ= 

0.71073 Å) and operating at 50 kV and 30 mA. The crystal structures of compounds were 

determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction at room temperature, except for the samples with 

low stability in normal conditions; in particular, the higher temperature data for 5 was collected at 

250 K and for 5·acetone and 6 MeCN only a low temperature data collection was made (at 200 

and 100 K respectively). Additionally, compounds 1, 1·S (S= THF, acetone, MeOH), 5, 5·THF 

and 6·DMF were measured at 110 K to observe the influence of low temperature in the solid-state 

arrangement. Detailed information about the structural determination is collected in the Supporting 

Information (Figures S1-23 and Tables S1-67). Files in CIF format for the compounds are (CCDC 

refs.: 1835539-1835559) available free of charge. 

In the structure of compound 6·DMF, the atoms in the solvent molecules are not involved in 

hydrogen bonds in two different positions and a disorder model was done accordingly (Figure 

S13). 
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Direct Current (DC) Electrical Conductivity Determination. Electrical conductivity 

measurements were performed on different single crystals of 1·acetone, 1·MeOH, 4, 5·THF, 

5·acetone, 6·DMF and in different compact pellets in case of 1, 1·THF and 5. In all cases, except 

for compound 6·DMF, the two contacts are made with carbon paint at 300 K. The small size of 

CP 6 crystals only allow direct two contacts with the metal tips (without the carbon paste). The 

contacts were made with platinum wires (25 μm diameter). The samples were measured at 300 K 

by applying an electrical current with voltages from +10 to −10 V. 

Computational Methods. To analyze the electronic, optical and excitation properties of the 

different compounds in the present study we have performed a large battery of first-principles 

static, time-dependent DFT-based, and single-excitation calculations. A time-dependent DFT 

(TDDFT) formalism has been employed to compute the excitation spectra11 as implemented in the 

plane-wave simulation package QUANTUM ESPRESSO distribution (http://www.quantum-

espresso.org). In the calculations we have used the simulation cells and structures resolved at 

different temperatures as obtained by X-ray diffraction experiments, yielding residual forces acting 

on each atom below 0.1 eVÅ-1, enough to guarantee fully converged results. In all the calculations 

Brillouin zones (BZs) were sampled by means of optimal Monkhorst–Pack grids.12 Generalized 

gradient Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional has been used to account for the exchange-

correlation (XC) effects,13 ultra-soft pseudopotentials to model the ion-electron interaction within 

each atom,14 and a plane-wave basis set up to a kinetic energy cut-off of 40 Ry and 300 Ry for the 

charge density. The excitation spectra are obtained as 𝐼𝐼(𝜔𝜔) ∝ 𝜔𝜔Im[𝛼𝛼 ̅(𝜔𝜔)], where 𝛼𝛼� is the 

spherical average (average of the diagonal elements) of the dipole polarizability; an imaginary part 

of 0.002 Ry has been added to the frequency in order to smooth the emerging divergences of the 

polarizability. Additionally, once the different TDDFT spectra were obtained, we have carried out 
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a battery of calculations with the GAUSSIAN09 package15 to obtain oscillator strengths, and 

elucidate transitions and electronic states involved in the most intense excitations by using the 

same GGA-PBE functional and the rather large 6-311G∗ basis set. To compute the individual 

transitions we have used the configuration interaction single-excitation (CIS) formalism.16 This 

implementation is computationally very demanding, but provides excellent results in both closed-

shell and open-shell systems. 

Synthesis of the compounds 

Synthesis of [CuI(TBA)]n (1). CuI (0.190 g, 1.00 mmol) and TBA (0.137 g, 1.00 mmol) in 

acetonitrile (10 mL) were mixed and stirred until homogeneous solution was formed. Then the 

solvent was removed under vacuum until a red gooey oil was obtained. This oil was sonicated in 

hexane resulting in an orange solid after extracting solvent. This product was washed with diethyl 

ether and dried under vacuum (0.135 g, 41 % yield). Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction 

studies were obtained by heating an equimolar mixture of CuI and TBA at 135 °C for 10 min. 

Then, the obtained red solid was left to stand in n-BuOH overnight, affording orange prismatic 

crystals of 1. Elemental analysis calcd. (%) for C7H7ICuNS: C, 25.66; H, 2.14; N, 4.28; S, 9.79. 

Found (%): C, 24.87; H, 2.14; N, 4.16; S, 9.50. FT-IR selected data (KBr, cm−1): 3378(m), 3225 

(m), 3149 (m), 2922 (m), 2854 (m), 1582 (vs), 1441 (m), 1397 (s), 1278 (s), 1168 (s), 1015 (w), 

925 (w), 859 (s), 762 (s), 677 (vs). 

Synthesis of {[CuI(TBA)]·THF}n (1·THF) and [CuI(TBA)]·acetone}n (1·acetone). Single crystals 

suitable for X-ray diffraction studies were obtained by slow diffusion at room temperature of n-

pentane into THF or acetone solutions of 1. 1·THF: Elemental analysis calcd. (%) for 

C11H15ICuNSO: C, 33.05; H, 3.75; N, 3.50; S, 8.02. Found (%): C, 32.29; H, 3.63; N, 3.46; S, 

8.12. FT-IR selected data (KBr, cm−1): 3242 (m), 3086 (m), 2975 (m), 2871 (m), 1651(s), 1464 
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(s), 1322 (m), 1303 (s), 1275 (vs), 1183 (m), 1051 (vs), 868 (s), 774 (s), 686 (vs). 1·acetone: 

Elemental analysis calcd. (%) for C10H13ICuNSO: C, 31,14; H, 3,40; N, 3,63; S, 8,31.  Found (%): 

C,34,70; H, 3,70; N, 4,15; S, 9, 69. FT-IR selected data (KBr, cm−1): 3278 (m), 3148 (s), 1697 

(vs), 1642 (vs), 1595 (m), 1463 (m), 1412 (m), 1363 (m), 1310 (m), 1271 (vs),1225 (vs), 1186 (m), 

1088 (m), 870 (vs), 774 (vs), 694 (vs). 

Synthesis of {[CuI(TBA)]·MeOH}n (1·MeOH). To a solution of CuI (0.190 g, 1.00 mmol) and 

TBA (0.137 g, 1.00 mmol) in 1 mL acetonitrile, 20 mL of methanol were added. This mixture was 

allowed to stand in a Petri dish at room temperature. After evaporation of solvent, orange prismatic 

crystals, suitable for X-ray diffraction studies, were synthesized. The crystalline product was 

washed with methanol and dried at air (0.334 g, 93 % yield). Elemental analysis calcd. (%) for 

C8H11ICuNSO: C, 26,71; H, 3,08; N, 3,89; S, 8,91. Found (%): C, 25,83; H, 2,88; N, 3,72; S, 8,90. 

FT-IR selected data (KBr, cm−1): 3503 (m), 3253 (m), 3028 (m), 1645 (s), 1449 (s), 1309 (s), 1268 

(s), 1141 (m), 1081 (w), 996 (s), 876 (s), 755 (s), 671 (vs). 

Synthesis of [CuI(TBA)3] (2). Following the same procedure as previously described for 1 but 

using CuI:TBA (1:5 ratio) [CuI (0.038 g, 0.20 mmol) and TBA (0.137 g, 1.00 mmol)] instead, a 

yellow solid was isolated after vacuum extraction of solvent, washed with dichloromethane and 

dried under vacuum (0.061 g, 50 % yield). Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction studies 

were obtained by n-pentane vapor diffusion into a diethyl ether solution of 2. Elemental analysis 

calcd. (%) for C21H21ICuN3S3: C, 41, 91; H, 3,52; N, 6,98; S, 15,94. Found (%): C, 42.32; H, 3.59; 

N, 7.17; S, 15.84. FT-IR selected data (KBr, cm−1): 3344 (m), 3244 (m), 3156 (s), 1606 (vs), 1450 

(m), 1318 (m), 1268 (m), 1180 (m), 874 (vs), 770 (vs), 704 (s), 691 (s). 

Synthesis of [Cu2I2(TBA)4]·MeCN (3). An equimolar mixture of CuI (0.762 g, 4.00 mmol) and 

TBA (0.549 g, 4.00 mmol) in acetonitrile (2 mL) was sonicated until homogeneous solution was 
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obtained. Then the solution was left to stand overnight whereupon 3 precipitated as orange 

prismatic crystals, suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis. The crystalline product was filtered off, 

washed with a water:MeCN (1:1) solvent mixture, water and dried at air (0.146 g, 14 % yield). 

Elemental analysis calcd. (%) for C30H31I2Cu2N5S4: C, 37,12; H, 3,22; N, 7,21; S, 13,21. Found 

(%): C, 36,53; H, 3,16; N, 7,18; S, 13,03. FT-IR selected data (KBr, cm−1): 3334 (m), 3247 (m), 

3157 (m), 2252 (w), 1611 (vs), 1442 (m), 1418 (m), 1311 (m), 1265 (s), 1211 (s), 1170 (m), 1028 

(w), 926 (w), 877 (s), 768 (m), 687 (vs). 

Synthesis of [Cu3I3(TBA)2]n (4). It was prepared following a slight modification of the way used 

for 1·MeOH Thus, to a solution of CuI (0.190 g, 1.00 mmol) and TBA (0.137 g, 1.00 mmol) in 

acetonitrile (1 mL), 20 mL of methanol were added. Then, the mixture was stirred for 1 h, and the 

resulting yellow solid was washed with methanol and diethyl ether and dried under vacuum (0.134 

g, 48 % yield). Single crystals for X-ray diffraction analysis were obtained by n-pentane vapor 

diffusion into an equimolar solution of CuI and TBA in MeOH:MeCN 2:1. Elemental analysis 

calcd. (%) for C14H14I3Cu3N2S2: C, 19.88; H, 1.67; N, 3.31; S, 7.58. Found (%): C, 19.93; H, 1.84; 

N, 3.28; S, 7.56. FT-IR selected data (KBr, cm−1): 3346 (m), 3245 (m), 3159 (m), 1601 (vs), 1441 

(m), 1420 (m), 1316 (s), 1258 (s), 1211 (s), 1150 (s), 1027 (w), 925 (w), 866 (s), 763 (s), 685 (vs). 

Synthesis of [CuBr(TBA)]n (5). An equimolar solution of CuBr (0.143 g, 1.0 mmol) and TBA 

(0.137 g, 1.00 mmol) in acetonitrile (20 mL) was stirred at room temperature for 30 min. After 

solvent removal in vacuum, obtained orange solid was washed with diethyl ether and dried under 

vacuum (0,171 g, 61 % yield). Orange prismatic single crystals, suitable for X-ray diffraction 

studies, were obtained by slow evaporation of a 5 solution in acetonitrile at room temperature. 

Elemental analysis calcd. (%) for C7H7BrCuNS: C, 29.97; H, 2.51; N, 4.99; S, 11.40. Found (%): 
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C, 30.34; H, 2.62; N, 5.16; S, 11.18. FT-IR selected data (KBr, cm−1): 3267 (m), 3082 (m), 1628 

(s), 1456 (s), 1306 (m), 1258 (s), 1184 (m), 1128 (w), 1073 (w), 926 (w), 850 (s), 765 (s), 679 (vs). 

Synthesis of {[CuBr(TBA)]·THF}n (5·THF) and [CuBr(TBA)]·acetone}n (5·acetone). By a 

similar procedure to that previously described for 1·THF and 1·acetone, by slow n-pentane 

diffusion into THF or acetone solutions of 5, suitable crystals for X-ray diffraction of 5·THF and 

5·acetone were obtained. 5·THF: Elemental analysis calcd. (%) for C11H15BrCuNSO: C, 37.46; H, 

4.29; N, 3.97; S, 9.07. Found (%): C, 37.40; H, 4.24; N, 3.89; S, 8.96. FT-IR selected data (KBr, 

cm−1): 3254 (m), 3090 (m), 2952 (m), 2865 (m), 1652 (s), 1595 (m), 1459 (s), 1304 (vs), 1276 

(vs), 1183 (m), 1048 (vs), 865 (s), 775 (s), 688 (vs). 5·acetone: Elemental analysis calcd. (%) for 

C10H13BrCuNOS: C, 35.46; H, 3.87; N, 4.14; S, 9.47. Found (%): C, 34.71; H, 3.70; N, 4.14; S, 

9.69. FT-IR selected data (KBr, cm−1): 3233 (m), 3073 (m), 1696 (vs), 1658 (m), 1456 (m), 1420 

(m), 1364 (m), 1324 (m), 1305 (s), 1280 (s), 1231 (s), 883 (m), 767 (vs), 691 (vs). 

Synthesis of {[CuI(DTBA)]·DMF}n (6·DMF). A solution of DTBA (0.098 g, 0.50 mmol) in DMF 

(1 mL) was added to a solution of CuI (0.095 g, 0.50 mmol) in acetonitrile (20 mL) and the mixture 

was stirred at room temperature for 1 h. The orange solid obtained was washed with MeCN:DMF 

(10:1) and diethyl ether and dried under vacuum. (0.210 g, 91 % yield). Single crystals suitable for 

X-ray diffraction studies were obtained by diffusion of an acetonitrile solution of CuI, into a 

solution of DTBA in DMF at room temperature. Elemental analysis calcd. (%) for 

C11H15ICuON3S2: C, 28.73; H, 3.29; N, 9.14; S, 13.95. Found (%): C, 28.78; H, 3.32; N, 9.29; S, 

13.85. FT-IR selected data (KBr, cm−1): 3421 (s), 3259 (s), 3157 (m), 2916 (m), 1610 (s), 1435 

(m), 1319 (m), 1265 (m), 1014 (w), 877 (w), 847 (w). 

Synthesis of {[CuI(DTBA)]·2MeCN}n (6·2MeCN) and {[CuI(DTBA)]·MeCN}n (6·MeCN). A 

mixture of DTBA (0.019 g, 0.10 mmol) and CuI (0.019 g, 0.10 mmol) in acetonitrile (250 mL) 
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was refluxing for 30 min. An orange solution was obtained, which was filtered off and left to room 

temperature, giving rise to the obtention of orange crystals of 6·2MeCN suitable for structure 

determination by X-ray diffraction. When these crystals were separated by filtration, washed with 

acetonitrile and diethyl ether and dried under vacuum, 6·MeCN was obtained.  (0.028 g, 65% 

yield). 6·MeCN: Elemental analysis calcd. (%) for C10H11ICuN3S2: C, 28.08; H, 2.59; N, 9.82; S, 

14.99. Found (%): C, 28.17; H, 2.67; N, 9.63; S, 14.90. FT-IR selected data (KBr, cm−1): 3344 

(m), 3253 (m), 3172 (m), 2281 (w), 2250 (w), 1628 (m), 1608 (s), 1434 (s), 1315 (m), 1263 (m), 

1012 (w), 877 (m), 845 (m), 642 (m). 

The phase purity of the as-synthesized compounds was confirmed by XRPD (Figures S24-34). 

 

Results and Discussion 
 

Synthesis and Structure of TBA based compounds. The synthetic route to this new class of 

CuX-TBA (X= I, Br) based compounds is gathered in Scheme 1. By mixing equimolar amounts 

of CuI and thiobenzamide (TBA) ligand in acetonitrile at room temperature, no precipitation from 

solution was observed, but after solvent removal, a red oil was obtained, leading after treatment 

with n-hexane, to polycrystalline [CuI(TBA)]n (1). Interestingly, despite its polymeric structure 1 

could be dissolved in THF and acetone, affording the corresponding solvated 1D CPs 

{[CuI(TBA)]·THF}n (1·THF) and {[CuI(TBA)]·acetone}n (1·acetone), respectively, after vapor 

diffusion of n-pentane. Analogous compound {[CuI(TBA)]·MeOH}n (1·MeOH) was synthesized 

by direct reaction between CuI and TBA in MeOH:MeCN (10:1) solvent mixture. 
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[Cu2I2(TBA)4]·MeCN (3)

[CuI(TBA)3] (2)

n-pentane

[CuI(TBA)]n (1)

{[CuI(TBA)]·S}n (1
·S)

[Cu3I3(TBA)2]n (4)
S

S (dissolved)

S:THF,acetone

S:DCM, MeOH, EtOH, EtOAc

{[CuI(TBA)]·MeOH}n (1
·MeOH)

evaporation

MeCN

conc.

MeOH:MeCN (20:1)

MeCN
1) vacuum
2) n-hexane

1:5

MeCN

S

NH2CuI +

MeCN
[CuBr(TBA)]n (5) n-pentane {[CuBr(TBA)]·S}n (5

·S)S (dissolved)

S:THF,acetone

S

NH2
CuBr  +

agitation
MeOH:MeCN (20:1)

[Cu3I3(TBA)2]n (4)

 

Scheme 1. Synthetic routes of CuX-TBA (X= I, Br) coordination compounds formation. 

 
The compounds 1 and 1·S (S= THF, acetone, MeOH) display 1D polymeric chains, as depicted 

in Figure 1, parallel to the shortest cell axis (b in 1 and a in the solvated crystals). In all of the 

cases, the asymmetric unit contains one ligand, one iodine atom and one Cu(I) atom, plus one 

solvent molecule in the case of the structures 1·THF, 1·acetone and 1·MeOH (Figures S1-S4). 
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Figure 1. Lateral view of the 1D coordination polymer of 1 (a) and packing of the chains in the 

structures of 1 (b), 1·THF (c) 1·acetone, (d) and 1·MeOH (e). (Cu: cyan, I: green, S: yellow, N: 

dark blue, O: red, C: gray, H: white). 

 

Within the 1D chains, the copper atom is coordinated to two TBA ligands via the sulfur atom 

and to two iodine atoms in a CuI2S2 environment. Additionally, Cu-Cu interactions can also be 

present, and the Cu-Cu distances are influenced by the presence of interstitial solvent molecules 

(Table S39-46). The polymeric chains contain alternated Cu2I2 and Cu2S2 rhombi at nearly 

perpendicular angles (80.98, 83.36, 82.33 and 81.73° for 1, 1·THF, 1·acetone and 1·MeOH, 

respectively). 

Regarding the supramolecular arrangements, in compound 1 there are weak interchain N-H···I 

interactions, while stronger intrachain N-H···I hydrogen interactions are present (Table S63). In 
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the solvated cocrystals, there are also intrachain H-bonds; additionally, the interstitial solvent 

molecules in these structures are joined to the chains by N-H···O hydrogen bonds in all of the 

cases (Table S63 and Figure S15). There are also weaker supramolecular O-H···S and O-H···I 

bonds in 1·MeOH (Table S63). 

The crystals of 1 and 1·S adopt a needle or ribbon-like habit, and it was determined by the 

indexation of the crystal faces that the CP chains in these crystals are, in all the cases, oriented 

parallel to length of the crystals (Figures S20-21). 

We also analyzed the influence of the stoichiometric ratio and the concentration of the reagents 

in the process of preparation. Thus, solutions with 2:1 and 1:2 CuI:TBA ratios in acetonitrile were 

treated in the same manner, but 1 was obtained in all the cases. Only when a large excess of TBA 

was used (5 eqv.), the molecular compound [CuI(TBA)3] (2) was isolated showing a [CuI(TBA)3] 

molecule per asymmetric unit (Figure 2a and S5). The copper(I) atom in this compound shows a 

tetrahedral CuIS3 environment where the TBA ligands are coordinated by the S atom. There are 

N-H···I interactions (both intra- and intermolecular) and N-H···S hydrogen bonds between the 

[CuI(TBA)3] molecules. Compound 2 was found to be isostructural with the previously reported 

chlorine derivative [CuCl(TBA)3].17 
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Figure 2. Molecular coordination compounds 2 (a) and 3 (b). Solvent molecules in 3 have been 

omitted. c) Polymeric [Cu3I3(TBA)2]n chain found in 4 (up) and copper environments for the 

three crystallographically independent copper atoms (bottom). (Cu: cyan, I: green, S: yellow, N: 

dark blue, O: red, C: gray, H: white). 

 

In addition, when equimolar acetonitrile solutions of CuI and TBA at high concentrations (≥1 

M) were left to stand undisturbed, the dimeric molecular complex [Cu2I2(TBA)4]·2MeCN (3), 
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Figure 2b was obtained as a crystalline product. The asymmetric unit of 3 contains one copper(I) 

and one iodine atom, two TBA ligands and one MeCN interstitial molecule (Figure S6). This 

complex could be described as a molecular precursor of the [CuI(TBA)]n CP chains, also showing 

the CuS2I2 coordination environment and the Cu2I2 rhombus observed in 1 and 1·S. The packing 

of the dimers in the crystal could be described as chains of dimers joined by N-H···S bonds along 

the b axis, with the solvent molecules bonded to the dimers by hydrogen N-H···N bonds (Figure 

S16), analogous to the N-H···O bonds observed in the solvated cocrystals of 1. This dimeric 

molecule is similar to the previously reported [Cu2I2(TAA)4].9b Interestingly, the Cu-Cu distance 

in [Cu2I2(TBA)4] was found to be considerably shorter (3.379 Å at 296 K) than the one in 

[Cu2I2(TAA)4], 3.678 Å for the structure solved with the dataset collected at the same temperature. 

This distance gets shortened, as expected, in the structure of [Cu2I2(TBA)4] solved from the data 

collected at low temperature (3.320 Å).  

During our investigations, transformation of 1 into one-dimensional CP [Cu3I3(TBA)2]n (4) was 

observed after immersion of 1 in several solvents (Figure S34). The direct synthesis of 4 was 

carried out by stirring a equimolar solution of CuI and TBA in a MeOH:MeCN (20:1) solvent 

mixture, as shown in Scheme 1. Compound 4 displays a 1D structure which is different to that 

observed in compound 1, as well as a different stoichiometry. The asymmetric unit contains three 

copper(I) centers, three iodine atoms and two TBA ligands (Figure S7). One of the TBA ligands 

shows the same coordination mode observed in compound 1 (S-donor monotopic), but the other 

ligand is acting µ2-S between copper atoms Cu1 and Cu2. (Figure 2c). Regarding the iodine atoms, 

µ2-I1 binds the metal centers Cu1 and Cu3, while µ3-I2 connects three copper atoms (Cu2, Cu2 

and Cu3) and µ4-I3 is joining four metal centers (Cu1, Cu2 and Cu3). The three copper atoms in 

the asymmetric unit display also different environments, involving metal-metal interactions added 
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to the tetrahedral environment (Figure 2c, bottom). Unfortunately, these metal-metal interactions 

do not propagate along the full length of the CP, yielding only 6-member chains (Cu1-Cu3-Cu2-

Cu2-Cu3-Cu1) as depicted in Figure S8.  

The chains are packed in the crystal by van der Waals forces, while intrachain strong N-H···S 

and weaker N-H···I interactions can be observed. The orientation of the chains in the needle-

shaped crystals was studied with the indexing of the faces in the measured crystals, and it was 

observed that the polymeric chains were oriented parallel to the longest axis of the single crystals 

(Figure S22). 

For comparison, we also carried out the direct reaction between CuBr and TBA in acetonitrile 

at room temperature, giving rise to the formation of [CuBr(TBA)]n (5). This 1D polymeric 

compound displays the same formula as the iodine derivative 1, although there are important 

structural differences between the two CPs (Figure 3a). The asymmetric unit in 5 (Figure S9) is 

twice the one found in 1 (containing two copper atoms, two TBA ligands and two bromine atoms). 

More significantly, in the chains observed in compound 1 as well as in the solvated cocrystals, 

there are alternated Cu2I2 and Cu2S2 rhombi, while in the chains present in 5 there is only a Cu2IS 

rhombus (with an angle between consecutive rhombi of 83.86). This leads to very similar Cu-Cu 

distances in 5, while in 1 and the solvated compounds there are alternated shorter and longer ones. 

It is also remarkable the different supramolecular arrangement of the chains in 5 compared to that 

observed in 1. In the bromine derivative, N-H···Br interactions involving atoms within the same 

chain and from neighbor ones are very similar, while in compound 1 the interactions between 

atoms from adjacent 1D polymers were considerably weaker. 
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Figure 3. Lateral view of the 1D coordination polymer of 5 (a) and 5·S (b) where S = THF or 

acetone; packing of the chains in the structures of 5 (c); 5·THF (d) and 5·acetone (e) (Cu: cyan, 

I: green, S: yellow, N: dark blue, O: red, C: gray, H: white). 

 
Similarly to 1, solubilization of 5 in THF and acetone allowed us to synthesize the corresponding 

{[CuBr(TBA)]·THF}n (5·THF) and {[CuBr(TBA)]·acetone}n (5·acetone), respectively. These 

compounds show a 1D CP analogous to the iodine derivatives, with the same alternating Cu2I2 and 

Cu2S2 rhombi pattern (Figure 3b, 3d and 3e). The asymmetric unit in both cocrystals of 5 is 

analogous to the corresponding solvated compounds of 1 as shown in Figures S10 and S11, and 

their supramolecular arrangement is also very similar (Figures 3 and S17); in particular 1·THF and 

5·THF, they were found to be fully isostructural. In the case of 5 no transformations were noticed, 

as shown in Figure S36. 
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The crystals of compound 5 also adopt a needle or ribbon-like habit, and it was determined by 

the indexation of the crystal faces that the CP chains in the solid state of 5 are, as happened with 

compound 1, oriented parallel to length of the crystals (Figure S23). 

 

Synthesis and Structure of DTBA based compounds. We further explored the assembly of the 

ditopic ligand 1,4-dithiobenzamide (DTBA) with CuI. Thus, the equimolar reaction between CuI 

and DTBA in MeCN:DMF (20:1) solvent mixture at room temperature, led to 2D coordination 

polymer {[CuI(DTBA)]·DMF}n, 6·DMF. The synthesis of CuI-DTBA based compounds is 

gathered in Scheme 2. When 6·DMF was soaked in acetonitrile or methanol, the exchange of 

guest solvent molecules took place and 6·S, (S= MeCN, MeOH) were obtained. The exchange of 

the solvent molecules was confirmed by FT-IR analysis (Figure S37). Besides, 6·S compounds 

displayed similar XRPD patterns, (Figure S38), confirming similar structures. 

Otherwise, the reaction between CuI and DTBA (1:1) in refluxing acetonitrile, allowed to obtain 

single crystals of {[CuI(DTBA)]·2MeCN}n, 6·2MeCN. However, crystals of 6·2MeCN easily 

undergo a partial solvent loss under ambient conditions, giving rise to 6·MeCN (Figure S39). 

Furthermore, 6·2MeCN crystals could be also obtained from hot acetonitrile solutions of 6·S (S= 

DMF, MeCN, MeOH). 
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Scheme 2. Synthetic routes of CuI-DTBA coordination compounds formation. 

 

Compounds 6·DMF and 6·2MeCN both display a 2D polymeric structure where the layers are 

parallel to the bc plane, with the solvent molecules lodged in the square interstitial spaces (Figure 

4). In both cases the asymmetric unit entails a copper(I) atom, an iodine and two halves of the 

DTBA ligand, plus one DMF solvent molecule (6·DMF) or two acetonitrile ones (6·2MeCN) as 

depicted in Figures S12 and S14. The copper atom displays a CuI2S2 coordination environment 

while the DTBA ligands are coordinated to one metal atom by each of the two opposite S atoms, 

and the iodine atom is bridging two Cu(I) atoms yielding Cu2I2 rhombi. 
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Figure 4. View of the 2D coordination polymers parallel to the (011) plane in 6·DMF (a) and 

6·2MeCN (b) (Cu: cyan, I: green, S: yellow, N: dark blue, O: red, C: gray, H: white). 

 
The solvent molecules are joined to the 2D polymeric layers by N-H···O bonds in 6·DMF 

(Figure S18). In the structure of 6·2MeCN it is interesting to note that the two solvent molecules 

are not equally bonded to the 2D framework: one of the MeCN molecules is joined to the CP 

layer by a N-H···N bond (Figure S19), while the second one is only weakly bonded to the former 

one by a C-H···N interaction (Table S67). This fact could explain the easy loss of one of the 

solvent molecules in 6·2MeCN to yield 6·MeCN. It was also observed that 6·2MeCN was not 

stable in normal conditions, and for this compound only diffraction data at low temperature 

could be collected to solve the crystal structure.  

Thermal Stability. Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) of all synthesized CuX-TBA (X= I, Br) 

1D CPs 1, 1·S (S= THF, acetone, MeOH), 4, 5 and 5·S (S= THF, acetone) were carried out 

under nitrogen atmosphere (Figures S40-47 and Table S68). For solvated compounds (1·S and 

5·S), upon heating, an initial solvent loss process was observed, with well-defined plateaus 

above ca. 100 °C. At higher temperatures, all compounds show a weight loss step between 250 

and 275 °C, which could be assigned to the loss of TBA ligand.  

The thermal stability of 6·S (S= DMF, MeCN, MeOH) was also evaluated. Results shown an 

analogous thermal behavior for all the compounds (Figures S48-50 and Table S69). Thus, TGA 

curves displayed an initial weight loss which corresponds to the loss of one solvent molecule. 

Then, decomposition of the frameworks occurs in two consecutive steps, which correspond to 

the loss of half of the DTBA molecules. Additionally, the thermal stability of 6·DMF was 

examined by XRPD after heating the samples at different temperatures for 1 h (Figure S51). 
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Hence, when 6·DMF was heated above ca. 100 °C, a new phase was found. FT-IR and elemental 

analysis characterization of the solid heated at 225 °C (Figure S52 and Table S70) revealed a 

chemical composition of Cu2I2(DTBA), which corresponds to the loss of one half of DTBA 

ligand observed in TGA. 

Vapor-Assisted Structural Transformations. The obtention of solvated and desolvated 1D 

networks prompted us to study the solvation/desolvation processes displayed by these 

compounds. To this end, experiments were followed up (ex situ) by XRPD to assess any phase 

changes. Initially, 1 and 5 were exposed to THF, acetone and MeOH vapors for 24 h at room 

temperature, in attempts to facilitate the inclusion of solvent guest molecules. Interestingly, after 

1 exposure to THF and acetone vapors, the corresponding solvated CPs 1·THF and 1·acetone 

were formed, respectively (Figures 5a, b). The resulting solids were placed under vacuum for 24 

h at room temperature, but no changes were detected. Then, solvated 1·THF and 1·acetone were 

heated at 80 °C under vacuum for 12 h, showing that solvent loss (1·S→1) was accompanied by 

concomitant formation of 4. In the case of 5, after exposure to THF and acetone vapors, both 

solvated and desolvated species (5 + 5·S) were identified (Figures 5c,d) indicating that 

transformation was not fully achieved. This can be attributed to the required rearrangement of 

the Cu2IS rhombi in 5 to form alternated Cu2I2 and Cu2S2 rhombi to give rise to solvated species 

5·S. Then, the solvent removal was performed under the same conditions (80 °C in vac, 24 h) 

yielding desolvated compound 5. Otherwise, no phase changes were detected after 1 and 5 

exposure to MeOH vapor. 
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Figure 5. XRPD patterns of 1 (a,b) and 5 (c,d) before (black) and after exposing to THF or 

acetone vapors for 24 h at room temperature (red) and subsequent heating at 80 °C under vacuum 

for 12 h (blue). The asterisks indicate the peaks corresponding to 4 (a,b), 5·THF (c) and 

5·acetone (d) phases. 

 
Luminescent properties. Much research interest has recently focused on the luminescent 

properties of coordination polymers due to their potential applications as light emitting diodes.18 

Indeed, some Cu(I) complexes have shown rich structural variety combined to brightly 

luminescent, even at room temperature, and emissive behavior that can be modulated with 

structure and environment.19 This facts prompted us to investigate the luminescent properties of 
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the synthesized compounds in the solid state upon excitation with a UV lamp (λexc= 365 nm). At 

room temperature 1, 1·acetone and 1·MeOH showed by naked eye, orange emission while no 

emission was observed for the other compounds. Moreover, when crystalline samples of 1, 1·S 

(S= THF, acetone, MeOH), 5 and 5·S (S= THF, acetone), were immersed in liquid nitrogen and 

exposed to the irradiation of the same UV lamp, a clearly orange emission were observed. These 

changes were distinguished by naked eye and recorded by a digital camera (Figure 6). These 

processes are fully-reversible for all compounds returning to their initial state after they were 

allowed to stay at room temperature for few seconds. However, when compounds 2, 3, 4, and 

6·S (S= DMF, MeCN, MeOH) were immersed in liquid nitrogen and then exposed to the UV 

irradiation, using the same UV lamp, any change was observed (Figure S53). 

 
Figure 6. Photos of solid samples of 1D CPs 1, 1·S (S= THF, acetone, MeOH), 5 and 5·S (S= 

THF, acetone) under ambient light and under UV lamp irradiation at 356 nm at room temperature 

(300 K) and in liquid nitrogen (77 K). 

 
In order to check the possible presence of emission arising from the ligand, free TBA ligand was 

investigated. Solid state emission spectra at room temperature (λexc= 359 nm) showed very weak 

emission in high energy region with maxima centered at ca. 424, 471, 483 and 493 nm, being 
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assigned to ligand-centered π→π* transitions. (Figure S54). These bands appear as very weak in 

the blue region for 1, 1·S, 5 and 5·S CPs. 

To get more insight into the nature of the modest but fully reversible thermochromic effects found 

for all 1, 1·S (S= THF, acetone, MeOH), 5 and 5·S (S= THF, acetone) compounds, the emission 

spectra were registered at variable temperature (from 300 to 100 K, λexc= 450 nm). For 1 and 1·S 

(S= THF, acetone, MeOH), at room temperature weak broad bands with maximum centered a ca. 

635, 630, 630 and 611nm respectively are observed. By lowering the temperature, broad and 

unstructured bands begin to appear, increasing their intensity as the temperature is decreasing. For 

1 and 1·MeOH, this broad band is progressively resolved as the temperature is decreasing showing 

a maximum centered at ca. 630 and 607 nm respectively at 80 K. 1·THF and 1·acetone have a 

similar behavior, a broad band centered at 630 nm is observed at 240 K and as the temperature is 

decreasing, it is going narrowing down having at 100 K, a band centered at 615 and 626 nm, 

respectively, together with a shoulder to lower energy (670 nm for 1·THF) and another band at 

657 nm for 1·acetone (Figure 7). The emission lifetimes at 100 K are in the range 11 μs (1)-16 μs 

(1·S) and this microsecond time scale is indicative of an emission arising from a triplet state. 
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Figure 7. Temperature‐dependent luminescence spectra of 1·S (S= THF, acetone, MeOH) from 

300 K down to 100 K in the solid state (λexc= 450 nm; ΔT= 20 K). 

 

The isostructural CPs based on copper bromide, 5 and 5·S (S= THF, acetone) show lower 

emission than the analogous copper iodide 1and 1·S. From room temperature up to 180 K are not 

luminescent. However, when the temperature decreases weak broad emission bands begin to 

appear and at 80 K, broad bands centered at ca. 620, 682 and 638 nm respectively are observed 

(Figure 8). The emission lifetimes at 100 K are close to 10 μs being also indicative of an emission 

arising from a triplet state. 
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Figure 8. Temperature‐dependent luminescence spectra of 5 and 5·S (S= THF, acetone) from 

300 K down to 100 K in the solid state (λexc= 450 nm; ΔT= 20 K). 

 

According to previous studies related to CPs based on copper halide, the origin of the observed 

emission centered around 610-680 nm might be derived from an excited state 3XLCT in character, 

which is itself a combination of halide to ligand charge transfer (3XLCT) and metal-centered 

transfer (3MCC: 3d10→3d94s1Cu), being this 3MCC contribution very sensible to Cu···Cu 

distances. 3a, 20 The nature of the emission spectra, with broad and unstructured bands, are also in 

agreement with the assignation made as a combination of 3(M+X)LCT states.21 

In order to know deeply the nature of the origin of the observed thermochromism, the crystal 

structures for 1, 1·S (S= THF, acetone, MeOH), 5 and 5·S (S= THF, acetone) were determined by 

single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis at 110 K. As shown in Table 1, in all compounds a slight 

decreasing of cell parameters is observed; together with that, at lower temperature, for isostructural 

1, 1·S (S= THF, acetone, MeOH) 5 and 5·S (S= THF, acetone,) compounds, shortening in Cu···Cu 

interactions are observed (Δ= 0.09 and 0.056 nm for 1, Δ= 0.07 and 0.045 nm for 1·acetone, Δ= 

0.023 and 0.060 nm for 1·THF, Δ= 0.022 and 0.047 nm  for 1·MeOH) for Cu2I2 and Cu2S2 

rhomboids respectively and Δ= 0.025 and 0.025 nm for 5, Δ= 0.009 and 0.00 nm for 5·acetone and 

Δ= 0.023 and 0.060 nm for 5·THF) for Cu2Br2 and Cu2S2 rhomboids respectively. These 
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shortenings in the unit cell parameter and in the Cu···Cu distances at lower temperature are in 

according with the assignment made as a combination of 3(M + X)LCT states,21 where the 

contribution of 3MCC transition to the emission is stronger when shorter are the Cu···Cu distances. 

Comparing the (Cu···Cu) distances for Cu2X2 rhomboids, we can observe that compounds 

containing Cu2I2 units (1 and 1·S) show shorter values (between 2.680 – 2.941 Å) than the 

analogous with Cu2Br2 units (5 and 5·S) (2.857-3.001Å). These facts are in agreement with the 

higher emission observed for compounds based on copper iodide (1 and 1·S) respect to those 

containing copper bromide (5 and 5·S) and support the 3MCC contribution in the emission. This 

is also supported by DFT calculations carried out, where the valence band is mostly formed by 

electronic states from the metallic chain, whilst the conduction band, and its closest empty states, 

are formed by electronic states located on the organic ligands, thus allowing the tunability of the 

compounds.  In addition, the increase observed in the emission intensity upon cooling is due to an 

increase in structural rigidity, decreasing the non-radiative rate constant. 

The photoluminescent spectra for 1·S (S= acetone, THF, MeOH) are slightly dependent on the 

solvent molecules, being 1·THF that shows higher emission. This observation could be attributed 

to a stronger hydrogen bond, with N-H·····O distances (1,98Å) shorter than in 1·acetone (2.04 

Å) and 1·MeOH (2.06 Å). 

 

Table 1. Selected bond lengths for compounds 1, 1·S (S = THF, acetone, MeOH), 5 and 5·S (S= 

THF, acetone) at different temperatures. 

  Cu-Cu (Å) Cu-X (Å) Cu-S (Å) 

1 
296 K 2.689(2) 

2.967(2) 
2.612(1) 
2.650(1) 

2.277(2) 
2.511(2) 

110 K 2.940(3) 
3.003(3) 

2.622(2) 
2.629(2) 

2.295(2) 
2.534(3) 
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1·THF 
296 K 2.940(3) 

3.003(3) 
2.622(2) 
2.629(2) 

2.295(2) 
2.534(3) 

110 K 2.917(2) 
2.969(2) 

2.627(1) 
2.638(1) 

2.295(1) 
2.480(1) 

1·acetone 
296 K 2.869(2) 

2.876(1) 
2.6137(8) 
2.6356(8) 

2.292(2) 
2.529(2) 

110 K 2.815(1) 
2.870(1) 

2.6149(7) 
2.6319(7) 

2.295(1) 
2.480(1) 

1·MeOH 
296 K 2.7128(9) 

2.743(1) 
2.6118(5) 
2.6583(5) 

2.294(1) 
2.503(1) 

110 K 2.6914(6) 
2.6963(6) 

2.6158(3) 
2.6526(3) 

2.2963(7) 
2.4726(7) 

5 

250 K 
2.857 (3) 
2.885 (3) 
2.885 (3) 

2.498(3) 
2.600 (3) 
2.600 (3) 
2.581(3) 
2.494(3) 

2.280 (5) 
2.341 (5) 
2.342 (5) 
2.271 (5) 

110 K 
2.832(4) 
2.860(4) 
2.860(4) 

2.498(3) 
2.595(3) 
2.595(3) 
2.575(3) 
2.496(3) 

2.274(5) 
2.341(5) 
2.336(5) 
2.265(5) 

5·THF 
296 K 2.824 (1) 

3.001 (1) 
2.4674 (8) 
2.4931 (8) 

2.498 (2) 
2.274 (1) 

110 K 2.7640 (9) 
2.9781 (9) 

2.4749 (6) 
2.4738 (6) 

2.445 (1) 
2.271 (1) 

5·acetone 200 K 2.813 (3) 
2.989 (2) 2.475 (2) 2.270 (3) 

2.471 (3) 
 

Finally, the 3(M + X)LCT band for 1-4 compounds is assigned based on the fact that related CPs 

containing thioacetamide ligands [CuX(TAA)]n (X= Br, I) instead thiobenzamide ligands are non-

emissive in this region.9a This feature could be attributed to the lack of π* orbitals necessary  for 

the halide to ligand charge transfer process. 

Therefore, we can conclude that for 1-4 compounds, the emission bands, observed at room 

temperature, are due to a combination of 3XLCT and 3MCC states, while at lower temperatures a 

higher contribution of the metal-centered transfer (3MCC; d10Cu → d9s1Cu) bands take place. 

These studies show direct evidences suggesting thermochromic luminescence of these compounds 

is caused by temperature-dependent which affect to Cu···Cu distances, being these Cu···Cu 

interactions the key parameter determining the 3CC transitions affecting their luminescence. 
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Electrical Conductivity. The electrical conductivity of the obtained CPs was evaluated in the 

solid state at 25 ºC by using the two-contact method with a graphite paste contact (Figure S55). 

The conductivity values obtained under these conditions are summarized in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Electrical conductivity values obtained for the different coordination polymers at 25 ºC 

using two contact method and average Cu-Cu. Cu-X and Cu-S distances. 

 Conductivity 
(S/cm) 

CB-VB gap 
(eV) 

1a 3.3 10-11 1.38 

1·acetoneb 1.3 10-8 1.22 

1·MeOHb 1.15 10-9 1.36 

4b 1.7 10-10 1.29 

5a 3.6 10-8 1.23 

5·THFb 1.9 10-7 1.21 

5·acetoneb 1.5 10-9 1.27 

a Pellet. b Crystal. 

 

The data obtained show that these CPs have a relatively low conductivity, within the range of 

semiconductor materials, with no significant differences between them. The electrical conductivity 

of a close related one-dimensional CPs based on Cu2I2S2 chains, similar to that showed in 

compound 1, has recently been reported showing a semiconductor behavior and conductivity value 

of 6.8 10-9 S/cm at 25 ºC.22 This is quite in agreement with the values obtained for compounds 1 

and 1·S (S= THF, acetone, MeOH). Others related 2D and 3D CPs with both sulfur and iodine 

atoms acting as bridging ligands and similar Cu-S-Cu-I chains, show conductivity values in the 

range 10-7-10-9 S/cm which are in the range of those values observed for 1, 1·S, 4 and 5.9a, 23 
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A structural analysis can help to rationalize these conductivity values. Thus, the short Cu-Cu, 

Cu-I and Cu-S distances (Table 1) and the chain angles (Tables S40-62) are probably the key to 

understand the electrical conductivity in these 1D-2D CPs since they affect to the electron 

delocalization taking place along the chains as a consequence of the copper (dz), halogen and sulfur 

(pz) orbital overlapping, i.e. a more effective overlap between these orbitals, give raise better 

electrical conductivity which typically imposes a shortening in the distances. As expected, the 

obtained values for 1, 1·THF and 5 are ca. one-two orders of magnitude smaller than those 

obtained using micrometer crystals. This difference is due to the well-known effect of the inter-

grain contacts that increases the resistivity in the pellets.  

 

Computed Density of Electronic States. For a deeper rationalization of the physical properties, 

theoretical calculations on these CPs were carried out. Figure 9 shows the computed density of 

electronic states (in arb. units) for the different compounds of the present study as a function of 

the energy referred to the Fermi level (in eV). Besides the total density of states, we have also 

computed the projected density of states (PDOS) onto the organic ligands, onto the metallic chains, 

as well as onto the functional groups THF, Acetone and MeOH. For all the cases theory predicts a 

canonical narrow-gap semiconducting character with electronic gaps ranging between 1.2—1.5 

eV, where most of the compounds behave as n-type semiconductors (with the Fermi level almost 

pinning the conduction band, CB), excepting 5 and 5·acetone systems, which exhibit a p-type 

semiconducting character with the Fermi level pinning the valence band, VB. 
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Figure 9. Computed total density of electronic states (in arb. units) for the different compounds, 

as a function of the energy referred to the Fermi level (in eV), is depicted by a black line. Projected 

density of states (PDOS) onto the organic ligands, onto the metallic chains, and onto the THF, 

acetone and MeOH molecules are depicted by blue, red and green lines, respectively. 

 
It is interesting to notice that a fair correlation can be found between the computed band-gap 

values with the experimental conductivity ones (Table 2). As the conductivity values increase 

across the different compounds the computed CB-VB gaps decrease. Additionally, although all 
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the band-gap values lie in a very narrow window, a noticeable change is theoretically predicted 

between the 1·acetone (1.22 eV) and the 1·MeOH (1.36 eV) compounds, the latter being close to 

the case of compound 1. On the other hand, it is also interesting how the band-gap values computed 

for 5, 5·THF and 5·acetone compounds are very close ranging between 1.21 and 1.27 eV. 

Additionally, due to the high structural symmetry of the compounds, the electronic degeneracy 

of the electronic states, close to the Fermi level, show electronic multiplicity. Density of states 

profiles show remarkable similarities for all the compounds. It is interesting to notice how the 

conduction band, and a set of close electronic states, yields in all cases one or two-peak features. 

These electronic states will be of particular importance in the analysis of the optical properties; 

being the electronic states, together with the valence band, involved in the most important optical 

transitions within the experimental range of interest (450—750 nm). 

Regarding the PDOS profiles for all cases it is possible to observe, as expected in this kind of 

compounds, that the valence band is mostly formed by electronic states from the metallic chain, 

whilst the conduction band, and its closest empty states, are formed by electronic states located on 

the organic ligands. For those compounds incorporating THF, acetone and MeOH from the 

synthesis, the electronic states associated to these functional groups locate far from the gap region, 

which will not have influence in the optical properties beyond their structural influence in the 

crystal-cell relaxation. It is important to remark how, depending on each specific compound, 

induced electronic states of the metallic chain reflect in the conduction band region, or induced 

electronic states of the organic ligands reflect in the valence band. This observation is related with 

the overlapping degree between valence and conduction states, which will have its reflection in 

the efficiency of the optical transitions between such states. 
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Excitation Spectra: TDDFT + CIS. Figure S56 shows the computed TDDFT photoexcitation 

spectra for the different compounds as a function of the photon wavelength (in nm) for structures 

resolved at two different temperatures for each compound at standard pressure. As a first 

observation, one realizes that all the spectra, within the wavelength region of experimental interest 

(450—750 nm), show a two-peak feature, excepting 4 that only exhibits a wide unique peak. The 

CIS method permits to compute the contribution (in %) of an electronic transition between two 

electronic states to a given excitation energy. In Figure S56 we show the most important electronic 

transitions contributing to each excitation peak. Specifically, in this study, the CIS-based analysis 

permits to assign to all the two-peak features two distinct and prominent transitions (> 75 % of 

contribution): a low-energy excitation corresponding to electronic transitions between the VB and 

the CB (ranging between 620—635 nm at 110 K and 630—650 nm at RT), and the high-energy 

excitation corresponding to electronic transitions between the VB to the CB+1 (ranging between 

560—580 nm at 110 K and 565—595 nm at RT). As mentioned, for the case of 4 just one wide 

peak is observed in this wavelength window, due to the high electronic degeneracy of its 

conduction band comprising a large number of electronic states with very similar eigen-energies. 

For this system, the 110 K and RT peaks are located at 604 and 622 nm (corresponding to VBCB 

transition), respectively. Residual electronic transition contributions (<25%) to the main 

excitations correspond to transitions between electronic states close but deeper than the VB and 

the CB and CB+1.  

Interestingly, the photoexcitation intensity is more pronounced in all cases for the low-

temperature structures. At this point it is important to remark that the differences observed between 

the different compounds within our theoretical formalism are exclusively due to the structural 

differences; no environmental temperature effects, such as temperature-induced band broadening, 
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can be captured by our approach beyond the reflection of temperature in the crystal structure. 

Nonetheless, the trend observed is consistent with the photoluminescence spectra and the 

associated photoelectronic decay. Besides, a slight shift towards lower photon energies is observed 

in all the structures. This behavior may be explained in terms of the electronic states narrowing in 

the high-temperature structures in the electronic states close to the gap. Most intense average 

photoexcitation signal is obtained for the compounds involving iodine, including 4. It is also worth 

noticing that the gap between the high and low-energy excitations is slightly higher for these I-

based compounds, for which the excitation intensity differences between the low and high-

temperature structures are also more pronounced. On the other hand, regarding Figure S56, theory 

predicts a lower TDDFT photoexcitation response for the compounds involving bromine. This 

difference between the optical intensity in I and Br-based compounds may have its origin in the 

slight overlapping between the valence and conduction bands. In Figure S56, for Br-based 

compounds, it is possible to appreciate how some induced reflection of the metallic chain 

electronic states appear in the conduction band and vice-versa. This slight overlapping between 

states with different electronic character (metallic/organic) could decrease the efficiency of the 

electronic transitions, reducing the photoexcitation intensity. This effect is also observable in the 

experiments. 

As explained in previous section, computed PDOS profiles of Figure S56 shows the VB mostly 

located at the metallic chains, whilst the CB and CB+1 are spatially located fundamentally in the 

organic ligands. Thus, the electronic origin of the transitions reported here is purely metallorganic 

(i.e. metal-ligand transitions). 3D morphology and spatial distribution and location of the VB, CB 

and CB+1 for all the compounds analyzed here can be found depicted in Figure S57. In this figure, 
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the 3D orbital isodensities corresponding to the VB, CB and CB+1 states are represented all for 

an isodensity value of 10-4 a.u. 

To conclude, it is worth mentioning that, from the theoretical analysis, the THF, acetone and 

MeOH molecules present in some of the crystals do not seem to have any influence in the optical 

properties, which do not contribute electronically to the VB, CB or CB+1 states (Figure S56), 

responsible of the most pronounced optical transitions. This evidence is also visible in Figure S57. 

 

Conclusions 
 

In summary, this work shows the high structural versatility of the structurally simple 

thiobenzamide ligands. In particular, it presents results of the direct reactions, under ambient 

conditions, of thiobenzamide (TBA) and dithiobenzamide (DTBA) with CuX (X= I, Br). These 

reactions gave rise to multifunctional 1D- and 2D-CPs. The isolated 1D-CPs [CuI(TBA)]n (1) 

and [CuBr(TBA)·S]n (5) showed the ability to accommodate a variety of organic solvents located 

in their structures, leading to the solvated species [CuI(TBA)·S]n (1·S) (S= THF, acetone, 

methanol) and [CuBr(TBA)·S]n (5·S) (S= THF, acetone). Interestingly the electronic properties, 

i.e. luminescence and electrical semiconductivity, of 1·S or 5·S are significantly different 

allowing VOCs detection. Thus, for instance, 1 is able to detect the presence of THF or acetone 

at room temperature, while 5 only at low temperature. Theoretical calculations have been used to 

rationalize these findings. 

This work paves new possibilities in terms of structural and material chemistry for the use of 

thioamide ligands. 
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TOC. Novel Cu(I)-based 1D and 2D coordination polymers (CPs) has been synthesized by using 

mono- and ditopic thiobenzamide ligands, respectively. Since these CPs show the ability to 

accommodate solvent molecules in their structures, the luminescent and electrical properties of 

the different solvated compounds have been investigated and rationalized using theoretical 

calculations. Due to the different luminescent behavior depending on the solvent, 1D CPs show 

potential application for sensing volatile organic compounds (VOCs). 
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